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Abstract:
In this paper, an overview of the studied problem, information and conclusion on the results
from the diagnostic tests performed by static and dynamic loads on three newly built bridge
structures are presented. The objective of diagnostic loading of bridges was to define the
behavior of bridges under static and dynamic loads: checking whether the bearing capacity and
deformability of the built structures are in compliance with the results from the main and the
working design; checking of the quality of the works done, preciseness of manufacturing and
geometry of elements; checking of the quality of the built-in materials; checking of the usability
of the structure.
For testing of the bridges, there were simulated more than 50% of the design internal static
quantitates (deformations and/or stresses/strains) at each characteristic cross-section of the
structure. The trial load was provided by trucks filled with sand and was properly deployed and
enabled causing of the maximum internal static quantities. Regarding the instrumentation used
for measuring the static quantities of interest, strains and deflections at both mid-spans were
measured together with strains at the middle support. Furthermore, continuous measurement of
accelerations was also done. All quantities were measured continuously and at discrete times
when the maximal values for characteristic quantities were reached. Based on the performed
testing by trial static and dynamic loading for all bridge structures and the results obtained
from the performed sample measurements, it can be concluded that all structures behave in the
elastic range.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The method of load testing is an essential segment in defining the safety of bridge
structures. One of the methods of load testing is the diagnostic load testing. This method enables
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comparison between the real behavior of a bridge structure and the results obtained from its
analysis. Such a comparison is particularly important for the newly built structures for which
this method is used as a test that proves the behavior of the structure. For structures that are
already in use, the method is important in definition of the mode of increase of their load
carrying capacity. In this paper, the results from the diagnostic tests performed by static and
dynamic loads on three newly built bridge structures are presented. The conclusions drawn
based on the obtained results are also shown.
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE TESTS
Pursuant to the existing laws in the R. Macedonia, upon completion of the structure of
each newly built bridge, prior to its putting into operation, it is necessary to perform trial loading
in accordance with MKS U.M1.046.
The objective of trial loading of bridges is to define whether the behavior of the bridges
under static and dynamic loads is correct. The objectives of trial loading are: - checking whether
the bearing capacity and deformability of the built structure are in compliance with the results
from the main and the working design; - checking of the quality of the works done, preciseness
of manufacturing and geometry of elements; - checking of the quality of the built-in materials; Checking of the usability of the structure.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTED BRIDGES
All three subjected bridge structures represent monolith pre-stressed continuous slab
systems (overpass no. 1 is shown on Fugure 1) with characteristics shown in Table 1. The
bridges are monolithically connected to the piers and supported by elastomeric bearings on the
abutments. The deck of all three overpasses is a solid prestressed concrete slab. The depth of the
slabs is constant along the structure. The bridges are continuous over the piers and are
monolithically connected to them. They are separated from the abutments by structural joints
and supported by the abutments on two elastomeric bearings.
Table 1. Geometry of the bridges
Bridge structure

No. of spans

1
2
3

2
2
2

Length of structure
[m]
48.6
34.0
43.5

Width of structure
[m]
6.0
8.4
8.0

The piers and abutments of all three structures are supported by a deep foundation. The
piers are supported by four piles connected by an orthogonal pile cap. The abutments are
supported by six piles positioned, at plan view, on each side of the abutment columns. The
abutments are a typical spill through type of an abutment, consisting of three orthogonal
columns of varying cross section. The deck slabs are supported on plain elastomeric bearings
above the abutments.
All loads and load combinations are from the relevant Eurocodes (EN 1990 and EN 1991).
Loads related to seismic actions are derived from the relevant parts of EN 1998.
3. METHODOLOGY OF TESTING
3.1 Review of design documentation and modelling of the bridge
3D finite element models of all three structures were developed for analysis of the
overpass. The decks and the piers of the overpass were modeled by using beam elements while
the foundation pads and the abutments were modelled by using a combination of beam and quad
elements. The mechanical properties of the sections were derived from the geometrical data on
the sections assuming stage I for prestressed concrete and stage I and II for reinforced concrete
for static and dynamic analysis, respectively. For analysis of the bridges, three structural models
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were elaborated: a) a global model of the bridge b) a model of the abutments and c) models of
the pier footings.
Characteristic data regarding design loads were obtained from the design documentation
and static influences under design live loads and trial loading used for testing were obtained for
the bridges. Namely:
 The values of design bending moments and strains at characteristic cross sections of the
structural systems;
 The values of the design deflections at characteristic cross sections of the structural
systems;
 The value of the design dynamic coefficient;
 The values of bending moments and strains at characteristic cross sections of the
structural systems under real trial load used for testing obtained from the analysis of the
simplified models;
 The values of deflections at characteristic cross sections of the structural systems under
the real trial load used for testing obtained from the analysis of the simplified models.

Figure 1. Overpass no. 1
3.2 Analyses of the bridge structures
For analysis of all structures, global models were used comprising of the deck and the
piers modeled by beam elements and appropriate kinematic constrains. A conservative
assumption was made that the piers were fixed at their base. The effect of prestress was taken
into account. The masses of the structures were considered lumped at the nodes of the model.
The models were used for modal and spectral analyses. Seismic excitation was imposed in three
directions and spatial combination of forces and moments was performed according to the
relevant paragraph of the Eurocode. The models were also used for calculation of the bearing
forces and the piers internal forces and moments resulting from vertical and horizontal loading
and from indirect actions (temperature changes, creep, shrinkage, etc.).
3.3 Load testing and measuring instruments
The purpose of the trial load testing was to simulate the design internal static quantitates
(deformations and/or stresses/strains) at every characteristic cross section of the structure. The
value of the simulated percentage depended on the design live load, which was correlated with
the category of the road and the dimensions of the structure itself. In any case, it was necessary
to provide a real load to be set in different loading schemes in order to measure the necessary
static quantities at every cross section of interest.
The trial load was provided by trucks filled with sand provided by Granit A.D. Skopje
(Figure 2 a), for which information about their maximal total weight as well as weight per axis
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was available in advance. The arrangement and distance between axes was also predefined and
measured in field. In this way, the trial load was properly deployed and enabled causing of
maximal internal static quantities (as large as possible percentage compared to the design values).
The number of trucks, their weight and location on the bridge as well as the total number
of loading schemes depended on the type of the structure, i.e., its width, number and length of
spans as well as its structural system.

a)

b)

Figure 2. Overpass 3 Testing of the bridge- Loading scheme P asymmetrical - middle support (a)
and Testing of the bridge - measuring instruments: displacement transducers (LVDT) (b)
Regarding the instrumentation used for measuring the static quantities of interest, strains
and deflections in both mid-spans were measured together with strains at the middle support.
Furthermore, continuous measurement of accelerations was also done. For measurement of
strains, strain gages (SG) from KYOWA (Japan) were used. For measurement of displacement,
displacement transducers (LP) from Micro-Epsilon (USA) were used. For measurement of
accelerations, accelerometers from PCB (USA) were used. All quantities were measured
continuously and at discrete times when the maximal values for characteristic quantities were
reached. The deployment of instruments on the bridge is shown in Figure 5.
Every cross section of interest was tested by using two loading schemes (symmetrical and
non-symmetrical).

Figure 3. Overpass 3, Testing of the bridge- Loading scheme P asymmetrical - middle support
(Scheme Figure 2 a)
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The loads were applied in 5 phases (“0”-“P/2”-“0”-“P”-“0”):
phase 1: Unloaded condition
phase 2: ½ of the full loading (P/2)
phase 3: Unloading
phase 4: Full loading (P) (Figure 2, a)
phase 5: Unloading

a)

b)

Figure 4. Overpass 2 Testing of the bridge- Installation of measuring instruments in the middle
of span (a) and Measuring instruments: displacement transducers (LVDT) (b)
After completing the static loading of each bridge, the dynamic coefficient was determined
experimentally. This was done by measuring the deformation at the mid point of one
characteristic span. Firstly, the “static” deformation was measured (deformation under one static
truck). After that, the truck passed with a predefined speed of 10km/h, 20km/h and 30km/h over
the measured span and, in this way, the “dynamic” deformation was measured. For better
efficiency, an obstacle (a metal plate with thickness of 5cm) was set on the way of the moving
truck so that it simulated an impulse and enabled simulation of greater “dynamic” deformation
(Figure 4). The ratio between the “dynamic” deformation and “static” deformation gives the
dynamic coefficient which should be smaller when compared with the one used for the design of
the bridge.

Figure 4. Overpass 3, Location of steel plates used for dynamic testing- longitudinal view
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The deployment of displacement transducers (LP), strain gages (SG), accelerometers (left,
bottom), linear variable displacement transformers (LVDT) for overpass 3 is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Overpass 3. Deployment of displacement transducers (LP) (left, up); strain gages (SG)
(right, up); accelerometers (left, bottom), linear variable displacement transformers (LVDT)
(right, bottom)
4. OBTAINED RESULTS
Table 2 contains an information about the values of the displacements in the midst of the
span under symmetrical loading. In the first row, the deformation (displacement) at the
characteristic point of interest obtained from the design analysis is presented. The second row
contains an information about the deformation (displacement) obtained from the simplified
model loaded with the real trial load used for testing. The third row contains an information
about the on-site measured deformation (displacement) at the characteristic points of interest.
From the obtained results, it can be seen that the design displacement was simulated only for
OP3, while for the other two structures, the measured displacements were lower. The performed
FEA of structures loaded by real load shows a good matching with the measured values.
Table 2. Vertical deformation in the midst of spans under symmetrical load
Result
Deformation- design load- EC (mm)
Deformation - trial load- analysis (mm)
Measured deformation (displacement)- trial load (mm)

OP1
[LP8]
18.64
7.55
5.56

OP2
[LP8]
3.78
3.11
2.83

OP3
[LP7]
11.84
9.39
6.45

The vertical deformations in the midst of the span under dynamic loading are presented in
Table 3. From the obtained results, if can be seen that the vertical deformation is dependent on
the truck speed. For OP1, the maximum displacement amplification factor was obtained for a
speed of 10 km/h. For OP2, it was obtained for a speed of 40 km/h, while for OP3, it was
obtained for a speed of 30 km/h.
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Table 3. Dynamic deformation in the midst of spans under symmetric load
Result
“Static” deformation (mm)
“Dynamic” deformation (mm) – 10 km/h
“Dynamic” deformation (mm) – 20 km/h
“Dynamic” deformation (mm) – 30 km/h
“Dynamic” deformation (mm) – 40 km/h

OP1
1.50
1.90
1.66
1.71
-

OP2
0.70
0.80
0.85

OP3
1.14
1.10
1.40
1.60
-

a) Overpass 1

b) Overpass 2

c) Overpass 3
Fugire 6. Results from the continuous real-time measurements of strains
by all strain gages for all load phases
The time history of the measured strains obtained from the continuous real-time
measurements for all three bridge structures are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that, after
unloading for each loading pattern, the strains in the concrete are returning to their initial values.
This indicated that, throughout the testing, the structures behaved linear-elastic.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the tests performed by trial static and dynamic loading of the three overpasses
and the obtained results, the following can be concluded:
 The strains in the field of the right span obtained under the trial loads compared with the
analytically obtained strains for the same defined load are of the order of 50%-83% for
bridge 1, 59-67% for bridge 2, 76%, for bridge 3 and 69.3% for bridge 4. The greatest
agreement was found in the case of the bridge with the least length.
 The strains in field of the left span obtained under the trial loads compared with the
analytically obtained strains for the same defined load are of the order of 47%-60% for
bridge 2 , 65% for bridge 3, and 75,3% for bridge 4.
 The vertical deformations in the midst of the left span obtained experimentally under the
trial load amount to 62%-88% for bridge 1, 72% for bridge 2 and 58%-70% for bridge 3
of the analytically obtained deformations for the same load.
 Total residual deformations upon completion of testing, immediately after unloading,
amount to 0.7 mm for bridge 1, 0.7 mm for bridge 2, 1.87 mm for bridge 3 which are less
than the maximum allowed 1.26 mm for bridge 1, 0.78 mm for bridge 2 and 2.1 mm for
bridge 3.
 Тhe experimentally obtained mean dynamic coefficient at vehicle speed of 10km/h,
20km/h and 30km/h amounts to 1.17 for bridge 1, 1.25 for bridge 2, i.e., 1.19 for bridge
3. The maximum computed design dynamic coefficient for all three bridges ranges
within the limits anticipated in the project.
 The obtained damping of the structure for a speed of 10 km/h, 20 km/h and 30 km/h
amounts to 1.16%, 1.23% and 1.56%, respectively, for bridge 1 and 1,14%, 1,21% and
1,63%, respectively, for bridge 3, whereas for bridge 2, it amounts to 3.5% for both
speed 20 km/h and 40 km/h.
Based on the testing performed by trial static and dynamic loading for all overpasses and the
results obtained from the performed sample measurements, it can be concluded that the overpass
structures behave in the elastic range under the applied load in accordance with the road category
which complies with the technical regulations (MKS U.M1.046) for such type of structures.
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